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Elliptic flow in heavy-ion collisions is an important signature of a possible de-confinement transition
from hadronic phase to partonic phase. In the present work, we use non-extensive statistics, which
has been used for transverse momentum (pT) distribution in proton+proton (p+p) collisions, as the
initial particle distribution function in Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE). A Boltzmann-Gibbs
Blast Wave (BGBW) function is taken as an equilibrium function to get the final distribution to
describe the particle production in heavy-ion collisions. In this formalism, we try to estimate the
elliptic flow in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC for different centralities. The
elliptic flow (v2) of identified particles seems to be described quite well in the available pT range.
An approach, which combines the non-extensive nature of particle production in p + p collisions
through an evolution in kinetic theory using BTE, with BGBW as an equilibrium distribution is
successful in describing the spectra and elliptic flow in heavy-ion collisions.
PACS numbers: 25.75-q,12.38.Mh, 25.75.Ld, 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
The early Universe has always been a mystery and un-
derstanding it gives a major challenge to the scientists
from all fields. The relativistic heavy-ion collision exper-
iments at STAR@RHIC-BNL, ALICE@LHC-CERN etc.,
provide us with an unique but brief opportunity to peer
into a system that looks very much like early universe, a
cauldron of de-confined quarks and gluons at an extreme
temperature and/or energy density. Heavy-ion collisions
at relativistic energies form a state which is a short lived,
thermalized system of quarks and gluons, and are de-
confined within a volume larger than nucleonic size but
smaller than a nucleus. This thermalized system is called
quark-gluon-plasma (QGP) and it provides us with some
unique signatures like jet quenching, elliptic flow etc. [1–
4].
Elliptic flow is particularly intriguing as it is believed to
be generated at the earliest phase of QGP when partons
within the system undergo multiple interaction and try
to attain transverse momentum (pT) isotropization in az-
imuthal plane [5]. In other words, azimuthal anisotropy
or elliptic flow of the system, measures the remaining
asymmetry of particle density in momentum space rela-
tive to the reaction plane after hadronization. In non-
central heavy-ion collisions, where the impact parameter
is non-zero for each event, the overlap region resembles
an almond or oval shape with the major axis perpendic-
ular to the reaction plane and its length in and out of the
plane would be different [6]. Thus the particles moving
along different azimuthal direction would exhibit angular
dependent property in their spectra. When the system
evolves, the anisotropy in the co-ordinate space is mani-
fested as the momentum space anisotropy due to the dif-
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ference in pressure gradients along different azimuthal di-
rections. Speaking in detail, both gluons and light quarks
exhibit this flow pattern because of the multiple scatter-
ing they undergo, and consequently early thermalization
for the entire system of partons sets in, as predicted ear-
lier by theoretical models [7–9]. It can be shown that
the bulk of the partons at low and medium momentum
regions exhibit this collective behaviour which is exper-
imentally observed as one of the prominent signatures
of partons’ de-confinement and the formation of QGP.
If the thermalized system expands rapidly and cools, a
part of the information on initial geometrical anisotropy
will be deluged. However, experimental results have pre-
cise data of flow being measured for identified hadrons,
heavy mesons etc. for the entire range of pT [10, 11].
Thus, it is suggested that the dynamics at the freeze-
out surfaces may affect the particle flow. A competition
between relaxation time, kinetic and chemical freeze-out
should play a vital role in the observed particle spec-
tra and their elliptic flow [12, 13]. Phenomenological
study of these important effects on measured hadrons’
flow have developed the idea into an interesting contem-
porary topic [14]. In the present article, we have tried
to develop the calculations of v2 of identified hadrons us-
ing transport formalisms. We will return to this topic in
detail later in our paper.
Now, the particle distribution in four-momentum space
can be written as a Fourier series [6],
E
d3N
dp3
=
1
2pi
d2N
pT dpT dy
(
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
vn cos(nφ)
)
, (1)
where E is the energy and y is the rapidity of pro-
duced particles, vn is the n− th harmonic co-efficient of
the flow and φ is the azimuthal angle of a particle. The
second harmonic co-efficient is called elliptic flow (v2) of
the system, which signifies the transformation from ge-
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2ometric asymmetry to momentum space asymmetry due
to the strong interaction of quarks and gluons.
Earlier, many theoretical calculations which are based
on transport equations [14, 15] and phenomenological
models [16] have successfully explained v2. In the present
article, for the first time we explain v2 using non-
extensive statistics in BTE making a direct connection
of particle production in p + p collisions to elliptic flow
in heavy-ion collisions.
In the following sections we will present two ma-
jor components adapted in our calculations: 1) Non-
extensive Tsallis statistics and its effect on final ellip-
tic flow, 2) Use of Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
in the evolution of particle momentum distribution in a
thermal medium. Later, we will present our results along
with the discussion of our findings, and ultimately a sum-
mary of this article will follow.
II. NON-EXTENSIVE TSALLIS STATISTICS
Let us now move onto a brief discussion of the non-
extensivity in our calculations. Observation of huge mul-
tiplicities of hadrons in experiments at RHIC and LHC
suggests formation of a thermalized system in the earlier
stages of heavy-ion collisions. Thus statistical approaches
to deal with such systems are more suitable for explain-
ing the data. However, it is possible that the produced
matter may be slightly deviant from such locally equili-
brated state. As such, Tsallis statistics may give a better
explanation of such non-equilibrium systems [17, 18]. It
is known that Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) statistics which is
meant for system at thermal equilibrium, can explain a
fully equilibrated system incorporating various modifica-
tions at freeze-out surfaces and their parameters. On the
other hand, Tsallis statistics with its non-extensivity can
be regarded as a generalization of exponential BG statis-
tics and gives a better explanation of systems which have
not yet reached equilibration. It features a power-law
like structure and a non-extensive, entropic q-parameter
which shows the extent of non-equilibration of any par-
ticle in a thermal bath. The pT-spectra of the identified
particles in p + p collisions at the LHC are very well
described by Tsallis non-extensive statistics [17]. In ad-
dition, it has been observed that an increase in parti-
cle multiplicity drives a system towards thermodynamic
equilibrium [19].
The transverse momentum spectra can be described
by a thermodynamically consistent Tsallis non-extensive
distribution function as [17],
fq(pT ) = Cq
[
1 + (q − 1) pT
Tts
] −q
q−1
, (2)
where Cq is the normalization, Tts is the Tsallis temper-
ature and q is the Tsallis non-extensive parameter.
The Tsallis distribution converges to the usual
Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) distribution when the q-
parameter goes to unity:
f(pT )|q→1 = C1exp
(
−pT
T
)
, (3)
where T is the equilibrium temperature.
As shown in earlier publications [20, 21] that Tsal-
lis statistics have been able to explain particle spectra
and nuclear modification factor (RAA), when used as in-
put to the Boltzmann transport equation(BTE). Next we
move onto our following section where we discuss BTE
with Tsallis distribution as input and calculate identified
hadrons’ elliptic flow (v2) [22].
III. ELLIPTIC FLOW IN RELAXATION TIME
APPROXIMATION (RTA) OF BOLTZMANN
TRANSPORT EQUATION (BTE)
Let us briefly revisit certain points we mentioned in
the introductory section. The effects of the particle evo-
lution within the medium as well as effects due to dy-
namics at the freeze-out surfaces have profound effects
on the final particle spectra. The transport calculations
such as hydrodynamics, BTE etc. are most suitable for
determining these effects both qualitatively as well as in
a quantitative manner [23–29]. We know that various dy-
namical features ranging from multi-parton interaction,
in-medium energy loss, thermal, and chemical equilibra-
tions, and dynamics at freeze-out surfaces contribute ex-
tensively to the particle flow and can be studied using
BTE. The transport properties and their numerical esti-
mation bring forth, many in-depth information about the
observed hadron spectra, ratios, azimuthal anisotropy
etc.
The BTE in general can be written as:
df(x, p, t)
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ ~v.∇xf + ~F .∇pf = C[f ], (4)
where f(x, p, t) is the distribution of particles which de-
pends on position, momentum and time. ~v is the ve-
locity and ~F is the external force. ∇x and ∇p are the
partial derivatives with respect to position and momen-
tum, respectively. C[f ] is the collision term which en-
codes the interaction of the probe particles with the
medium. Earlier, BTE has also been used in RTA to
study the time evolution of temperature fluctuation in
a non-equilibrated system [30] and also for studying the
RAA of various light and heavy flavours at RHIC and
LHC energies [20].
Assuming homogeneity of the system (∇xf = 0) and in
absence of external forces (~F =0), the second and third
terms in Eq. 4 become zero and the equation reduces to,
df(x, p, t)
dt
=
∂f
∂t
= C[f ]. (5)
3In RTA [31], the collision term is expressed as:
C[f ] = −f − feq
τ
, (6)
where feq is Boltzmann local equilibrium distribution
characterized by a temperature T . τ is the relaxation
time, the time taken by a non-equilibrium system to
reach equilibrium. Using Eq. 6, Eq. 5 becomes
∂f
∂t
= −f − feq
τ
. (7)
Solving the above equation with the initial conditions i.e.
at t = 0, f = fin and at t = tf , f = ffin, we get,
ffin = feq + (fin − feq)e−
tf
τ , (8)
where tf is the freeze-out time. We use Eq. 8 in the
definition of the elliptic flow (v2) at mid-rapidity, which
is expressed as,
v2(pT ) =
∫
ffin × cos(2φ) dφ∫
ffin dφ
. (9)
Eq. 9 gives azimuthal anisotropy after incorporating
RTA in BTE. It involves the Tsallis non-extensive distri-
bution function as the initial distribution of particles and
BGBW function as the equilibrium distribution. Here,
we take Boltzmann-Gibbs Blast Wave (BGBW) function,
feq, as [32]:
feq = D
∫
d3σµp
µexp(−p
µuµ
T
) , (10)
where the particle four-momentum is, pµ =
(mT cosh y, pT cosφ, pT sinφ,mT sinh y), the four-
velocity denoting flow velocities in space-time is given by,
uµ = cosh ρ(cosh η, tanh ρ cosφr, tanh ρ sinφr, sinh η),
while the kinetic freeze-out surface is given by
d3σµ = (cosh η, 0, 0,− sinh η)τrdrdηdφr. Here, η is
the space-time rapidity. With simplification, assuming
Bjorken correlation in rapidity, i.e. y = η [7], Eq. 10 can
be expressed as:
feq = D
∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT cosh ρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinh ρ
T
)
, (11)
where D =
gV mT
2pi2
. Here g is the degeneracy factor, V
is the system volume, and mT =
√
p2T +m
2 is the trans-
verse mass. Here K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
and I0
(pT sinhρ
T
)
are
the modified Bessel’s functions and are given by
K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
=
∫ ∞
0
coshy exp
(
− mT coshy coshρ
T
)
dy, (12)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
)
=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
exp
(pT sinhρ cosφ
T
)
dφ, (13)
where ρ in the integrand is a parameter given by ρ =
tanh−1βr +ρa cos(2φ), with ρa as the anisotropy param-
eter in the flow, and βr = βs
(
ξ
)n
[9, 33–35] is the
radial flow. βs is the maximum surface velocity and
ξ =
(
r/R0
)
, with r as the radial distance. In the blast-
wave model the particles closer to the center of the fire-
ball move slower than the ones at the edges. The average
of the transverse velocity can be evaluated as [36],
< βr >=
∫
βsξ
nξ dξ∫
ξ dξ
=
( 2
2 + n
)
βs. (14)
In our calculation we use a linear velocity profile, (n = 1)
and R0 is the maximum radius of the expanding source
at freeze-out (0 < ξ < 1). In this analysis, the initial
distribution is the parameterized Tsallis distribution [17]
fin =
D
2
[
1 + (q − 1)mT
Tts
]− qq−1
. (15)
Thus, we have used the Tsallis distribution to obtain
the expression for the final distribution and elliptic flow,
v2. The thermodynamically consistent Tsallis distribu-
tion is used for studying the particle distributions stem-
ming from the proton-proton collisions as discussed in
Ref. [17]. Using Eqs. 11 and 15, the final distribution
can be expressed as,
4ffin = D
[∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
)
+(
1
2
[
1 + (q − 1)mT
Tts
]− qq−1
−
∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
))
e
−tf
τ
]
. (16)
Using Eq. 16 (both for mid-rapidity and for zero chemical
potential) in Eq. 9, we calculate v2 for the observed
identified hadrons as follows:
v2(pT ) =
P
Q
, (17)
where
P = D
∫
dφ cos(2φ)
[∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
)
+
(
1
2
[
1 + (q − 1)mT
Tts
]− qq−1
−
∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
))
e
−tf
τ
]
, (18)
Q = D
∫
dφ
[∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
)
+
(
1
2
[
1 + (q − 1)mT
Tts
]− qq−1
−
∫ R0
0
r dr K1
(mT coshρ
T
)
I0
(pT sinhρ
T
))
e
−tf
τ
]
. (19)
The present formalism of elliptic flow incorporates the
non-extensive nature of particle productions in p+ p col-
lisions through a kinetic theory in BTE with RTA and
relates to azimuthal anisotropy in LHC.
Next we move to results and discussion to see how ef-
fectively the present formalism is successful in describing
the elliptic flow at the LHC energies.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We now proceed to the more detailed analysis of the
experimental data. We have fixed the kinetic freeze-out
temperature for central collisions at 0.095 GeV and that
of peripheral collisions at 0.11 GeV [37]. Keeping the rest
of the parameters free, we fit the experimental data using
the TMinuit class available in the ROOT library [38] to
get a convergent solution. The convergent solution is
obtained by χ2-minimization technique.
Fig. 1 shows pT-spectra for available identified parti-
cles for 0-5% centrality in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV [39–41]. Eq. 16 is fitted to the pT-spectra
of different particles, which shows a very good descrip-
tion using the present formalism. From Figs. 2 to 8,
we have shown elliptic flow (v2) for identified hadrons
(pi,K, p,K0S , φ,Λ) [22] using Eq. 17. The plots are shown
for two different centralities, (0-5)% and (50-60)%.
Fig. 2 shows elliptic flow of hadrons using only BGBW
formalism given by Eq. 11. BGBW formalism is valid
when the system goes to complete local thermal equilib-
rium. In this figure, although we find that BGBW agrees
with experimental data at low-pT , it deviates completely
from data points beyond pT > 2 GeV/c. This indicates
that particles with lower momenta seem to show a ten-
dency of equilibration. To have a complete description
of v2 in the available pT-range, we proceed to use the
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Transverse momentum distribution of
identified hadrons for 0–5% centrality in Pb+Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [39–41]. Eq. 16 is fitted to the spectra of
the identified particles.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Elliptic flow of identified hadrons for
50-60% centrality in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
using only BGBW (Eq. 11).
present formalism in its full form.
From Fig. 3 to Fig. 8, we have v2 for hadrons using
Tsallis distribution as input and BGBW as equilibrium
distribution in BTE. The parametrization for the BGBW
is taken at kinetic freeze-out surface which is identical
to that of freeze-out in (2+1)-d hydrodynamical calcula-
tions. The v2 plots are for most central (0-5%) and pe-
ripheral (50-60%) Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
For all of these, we have used Eq. 17 for the description
of elliptic flow using the present formalism. We observe
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Elliptic flow of pi± meson for (0-5)%
and (50-60)% centralities [22].
that the BTE with Tsallis distribution could explain the
elliptic flow for all the measured hadrons at both the
centralities. The v2 curve rises till pT ≤ 2 GeV/c and
then it tends to fall, which shows that particles in these
two different regions of pT, have a distinct and opposite
medium effect on their flow pattern. Comparing with a
simple BGBW formalism, as shown in Fig. 2, one may
infer that the particles with lower momenta have a ten-
dency of equilibration. However as mentioned earlier, the
freeze-out dynamics play a vital role in determining the
flow pattern of any particle. This is evident from Figs. 3-
8. The flow pattern included at the freeze-out surface
gives the characteristic increase in the elliptic flow at low
pT region whereas, the non-extensivity in the initial dis-
tribution has profound effect on the particles at the mid
and high pT. The detailed study of the set of parameters
should give us an indirect view of physics behind such
a flow pattern and the extent of equilibration, effects of
freeze-out dynamics on final hadron spectra. Let us now
move to our next set of results where we would discuss
the parameters in details.
In Fig. 9, we have shown the parameter, tf/τ vs mass,
m of the identified hadrons. The two sets in the figure
are for two different centralities. While τ depicts relax-
ation time or equilibration time for the particle, tf is the
time when the particle finally stops interacting. This par-
ticular ratio of parameters is interesting as it shows an
interplay between relaxation and freeze-out time. The
assumption in our calculation is that the equilibration
time for the light flavours should always be less than ki-
netic freeze-out time, so that the ratio, tf/τ is always
greater than unity. Similarly, for the heavy quarks or
jet particles with lower degree of drag and diffusion, this
ratio might be less than unity [42, 43]. The plot shows
that the parameter, tf/τ increases with the mass of the
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FIG. 4: (Color online)Elliptic flow of K±, kaon for (0-5)%
and (50-60)% centralities [22].
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(50-60)% centralities [22].
particle. However, the rise in the values of tf/τ with
mass or the slope is more in central collisions as com-
pared to peripheral collisions. This suggests more rapid
equilibration for the particles at the central collision. In
the present calculations, the hadrons having larger mass
undergo a decrease in τ or an increase in tf . In either
case the ratio should increase with the mass as seen in
our results. This leaves out further investigations to have
a clear understanding of the interplay between thermal-
ization and freeze-out.
In Fig. 10, we have shown the dependency of radial
flow parameter, 〈βr〉 on the mass of hadrons. In our
radial flow profile, we have used n=1 assuming linear in-
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Elliptic flow of protons for (0-5)% and
(50-60)% centralities [22].
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Elliptic flow of φ meson for (0-5)% and
(50-60)% centralities [22].
crease in the radial flow velocity. The radial flow param-
eter does not show a clear mass dependence, which hints
for a collectivity in the system. However, the values for
central collisions are higher than that of peripheral col-
lisions. This goes inline with the earlier observations on
centrality dependence of radial flow [37].
In Fig. 11, we have shown the dependence of anisotropy
parameter, ρa on mass of the hadrons. Apart from 〈βr〉
discussed in last paragraph, ρa is also important as it
shows the extent of anisotropy embedded in the trans-
verse rapidity, ρ. For the central collisions (0-5%), the pa-
rameter values do not change much with the mass, while
for peripheral collisions, ρa seems mass independent. Al-
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Elliptic flow of Λ hyperon for (0-5)%
and (50-60)% centralities [22].
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FIG. 9: (Color online) The ratio of freeze-out time to relax-
ation time, tf/τ for different identified hadrons.
though this is clearly visible in the experimental data (see
Fig. 2) up to pT ∼ 2 GeV/c, the pT-dependent dynamics
dominated by effects like recombination, jet-events, etc.
take over for higher momentum range. In addition, it is
evident that with centrality the anisotropy in the flow in-
creases, which is expected. To make this statement more
evident, the flow in general, could be understood as an
interplay of radial flow and the elliptic flow, which arises
from initial state momentum anisotropy. When the ra-
dial flow is higher in central collisions compared to the
peripheral ones, the elliptic flow behaves differently.
In Fig. 12, we have shown the mass dependence of non-
extensive parameter, q. The parameter is an indirect
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Radial flow parameter, 〈βr〉 for iden-
tified hadrons.
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Anisotropy parameter, ρa for identi-
fied hadrons.
measure of non-equilibration of any particle after evolv-
ing through thermal bath. Therefore, it is evident from
the figure that different hadron species would show differ-
ent q values. From this figure we find that with increase
in mass, the values of q seem to decrease. Earlier in the
discussion, while referring to Fig. 9, we found that the
value of tf/τ increases with increase in mass. However,
in a scenario, where tf is chosen the same for all particles
through a choice of fixed kinetic freeze-out temperature,
this translates to a lower value of relaxation time for high
mass particles. In a kinetic theory, this is an indication
that higher mass particles tend to equilibrate early in
time. This is truly reflected from Fig. 12, where we do
8)2mass (GeV/c
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Non-extensive parameter, q for iden-
tified hadrons.
observe a decrease in the non-extensive parameter with
increase of particle mass. Furthermore, for a given mass,
the q values are higher for peripheral collisions in com-
parison with central collisions. This is also an indication
that peripheral collisions have higher tendency to go out
of equilibrium. This behaviour of q with centrality is in
contrast with that of tf/τ in Fig. 9.
V. SUMMARY
We have used Boltzmann transport equation in re-
laxation time approximation with non-extensive Tsallis
statistics for the first time to estimate elliptic flow, v2 for
the identified hadrons in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV. The important findings of this work could be
summarized as follows:
1. We have observed that a formalism with BGBW
alone, could not explain v2 data beyond pT > 1.5
GeV/c. In order to improve upon this to describe
v2 for higher pT values, we have incorporated non-
extensive Tsallis statistics as the particle distribu-
tion in p+p collisions as an input to BTE and evolve
it to final distribution with BGBW as the equilib-
rium distribution. The present formalism could ex-
plain v2 data for identified hadrons up to pT = 5
GeV/c.
2. The present formalism successfully connects the
particle production in hadronic collisions with nu-
clear collisions at the LHC energy.
3. We have found a correlation between the radial and
anisotropic part of the transverse flow while ex-
plaining the v2 spectra in different centralities. In
central collisions, the radial part is higher than the
anisotropic part whereas the reverse is observed in
the peripheral collisions.
4. We have also observed that the ratio of freeze-out
time to the relaxation time, tf/τ has a contrasting
behaviour with the non-extensive parameter, q in
different centralities.
5. In heavy-ion collisions, the peripheral collisions,
compared to the central ones, have a higher ten-
dency to go out of equilibrium. This is inferred
from the observation of the non-extensive parame-
ter, q increasing towards peripheral collisions (devi-
ating from the Boltzmann-Gibbs equilibrium value
of q = 1).
6. Hadrons with higher mass are found to have a
greater tendency of equilibration. This is evident
from the observation of monotonically decreasing
relaxation time with particle mass. This is also
parallely supported by the observation of the non-
extensive parameter, q decreasing with the mass of
the hadrons.
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